LEGAL VISUALISATION IN THE DIGITAL AGE:
FROM TEXTUAL LAW TOWARDS HUMAN
DIGITALITIES
Vytautas Čyras and Friedrich Lachmayer

Abstract: The meanings of law form an object of visualisation. As well as the types of legal
situations, the pre‐textual interdependencies of the legal terms should be made visible.
Situations can be governed by legal machines. The research subject of digital humanities
is the human, who is surrounded by digitally‐based phenomena, whereas that of human
digitalities is the machine, which is required to act in conformity with the law. Human
digitalities are viewed in the context of the evolution from plants to animals to humans
to machines. We see an expansion and transfer of standards: digital standards for hu‐
manities and human standards for digitalities.
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A.

INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL VISUALISATION

This paper deals, on the one hand, with the communication technology of visualisation
and, on the other hand, with the peculiarities of law as an object of visualisation. At
present, there is no standard and comprehensive model of legal visualisation, but there
are some promising approaches. A distinctive feature of the law in connection with its
visualisation consists in the abstractness of legal texts. Legal texts reside in an abstract
frame that is not linguistically structured. It is the task of legal visualisation, in addition
to considering the types of legal situation, to make visible these pre‐textual interde‐
pendencies of the legal terms. This Section A is based on our contribution to the IRIS
2018 proceedings.1 Section B extends our earlier study.2

I.

Textuality will Decline and Programming will Increase

Textuality in Law. Traditionally, law is textual. Jurists transform texts into texts. There
are various kinds of texts: laws, contracts, claims, proceedings, transcripts, judgements,
etc. Text transformations require abstracting, extracting, reasoning, deduction and
other legal methods. Legal texts contain legal terms and legal sentences (Rechtssätze)
that we may call Kelsen’s legal sentences. Judgements, guidelines and their head notes
are formulated in abstract legal terms. Abstracting and extracting are therefore needed
and are performed by jurists and secretaries.
The law appears, on the one hand, in legal texts and, on the other hand, in legal situa‐
tions, which are mostly typed. The dominance of textuality began in modern times with
the reception of Roman law. Previously, customary law had been situationally domi‐

1

ČYRAS, VYTAUTAS/LACHMAYER, FRIEDRICH/HOFFMANN, HARALD/WENG, YUEH-HSUAN, Introduction to Legal Visualization, in: SCHWEIGHOFER, ERICH/KUMMER, FRANZ/SAAREPÄÄ, AHTI/SCHAFER, BURKHARD
(eds.), Data Protection/LegalTech: Proceedings of the 21st International Legal Informatics Symposium IRIS 2018, 2018, Editions Weblaw, Bern, pp. 437–444.

2

ČYRAS, VYTAUTAS/LACHMAYER, FRIEDRICH, From Legal Symbolization via Legal Formalization towards
Human Digitalities, in: SCHWEIGHOFER, ERICH/ARASZKIEWICZ, MICHAŁ/LACHMAYER, FRIEDRICH/PAVČNIK,
MARIJAN (eds.), Formalising Jurisprudence: Festschrift for Hajime Yoshino, 2019, Editions Weblaw,
Bern, pp. 53–76.
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nant. With the advance of the social and legal use of machines, the importance of tex‐
tuality will decline and that of legal programming will increase.3 The visualisation of
law fits into this trend. The opportunities and risks of visualisation also have to be taken
into account.
Graphical notations are a strong support for a formalised view of the law. Key features
are represented by images or graphics, even in cases in which the level of abstraction
necessary for formalisation has not yet been reached. Legal visualisation deals with
graphical representations and, in particular, with the visualisation of the abstraction of
the law. Visualisation as a method tries to describe and find implicit relationships be‐
tween various rules, concepts and documents. The complexity of legally relevant events,
actions and documents is structured and put into a proper timeline that is sufficiently
clear for laypeople in such situations. Text and picture accord a strong support for a
formalised view of the law two levels, abstract and concrete.
Related Work. In recent decades, legal visualisation has been studied by many authors.
Moreover, a separate section on legal visualisation runs yearly in IRIS. A 20‐year IRIS
multi‐method literature analysis provides a large network of authors.4 In our study,
however, we narrow the focus to situational legal visualisation.
Volker Boehme‐Neßler writes about the «visualification»5 of law and its multiple facets,
including the medium of television. He notes the complementarity of text and image,
and their different characteristics and functions. Techno‐images such as «[s]tructures,
relationships or dynamic processes are often understood more readily when presented
as maps, diagrams, models, building plans or computer simulations» (ibid. p. 56).

3

See e.g. BOEHME-NEßLER, VOLKER, The power of algorithms and the powerlessness of the law (Die
Macht der Algorithmen und die Ohnmacht des Rechts), Neue Juristische Wochenschrift, 2017, 42,
pp. 3031–3037.

4

SCHOORMAN, THORSTEN/HOFER, JULIEN/BEHRENS, DENNIS/KNACKSTEDT, RALF, Legal Visualisation in 20
years of IRIS – A Multi-method Literature Analysis (Rechtsvisualisierung in 20 Jahren IRIS – eine
multimethodische Literaturanalyse), in: Schweighofer, Erich/Kummer, Franz/ Hötzendorfer, Walter/Sorge, Christoph (eds.), Trends and Communities of Legal Informatics, Proceedings of the 20th
International Legal Informatics Symposium IRIS 2017, 2017, series books@ocg.at, vol. 326, OCG,
Vienna, pp. 369–376.

5

BOEHME-NEßLER, VOLKER, Pictorial Law: Modern Law and the Power of Pictures, 2011, Springer,
Berlin, Heidelberg, p. ix.
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A reason for this is that they «are created by causal mechanisms» (ibid, p. 57). However,
the latter are not prevalent in law.

II.

A General Schema for Visualisation

A general schema for visualisation is shown in Fig. 1. This schema consists of seven lay‐
ers. Layer 2 is the primary one and depicts a phenomenon such as law to be understood
and described. This phenomenon is an object of cognition or, in other words, a thing.
The phenomenon consists of different elements and can be viewed from different per‐
spectives. Similarly, a metaphorical cube consists of eight vertices, twelve edges and six
faces. Layer 2 corresponds to Aristotle’s teaching that things are primary to universals
(universalia in re).

Figure 1. A general schema for visualisation

Layer 1 depicts the realm of ideas. It corresponds to Plato’s teaching that ideas are pri‐
mary to things (universalia ante rem). Next are Layers 3 to 5, which serve as descriptive
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layers. Textual and visual descriptions are distinguished. Layer 3 refers directly to the
thing in Layer 2 and, hence, describes it. The thing can be described with text or pictures
or can be photographed, etc., but it is not reflected.
Layer 4 serves as a theory. It structures naïve descriptions of Layer 3. This theory can be
described textually or graphically. Layer 4 is on a meta‐level in respect of Layer 3.
Layer 5 serves as a meta‐theory and is a meta‐level in respect of Layer 4.
Layer 6 concerns a model of a person. The left brain is linked to text/language, whereas
the right brain is linked to visualisation. The goal is harmony. Layer 6 corresponds to
the nominalists’ teaching of universalia post rem. The nominalists hold that science is
produced in the brain. However, Aristotle would disagree. We hold that both teachings
are suitable as theories of facts. Plato taught that ideas come before things. We also
hold that Plato’s teaching can be called a theory of products.
Layer 7 concerns emotions. This layer is additional to the other six layers.

III.

Differences between Verbal Writing and Pictorial Writing

This section compares verbal writing and pictorial writing in human communication.
Verbal writing has its roots in the Latin language. Examples of pictorial writing are
Chinese characters and the icons in public airports or in Olympic Games arenas.
Assume there is a human sender speaking to a human receiver (Fig. 2). In addition to
speech (Fig. 2, element 2a), verbal writing (2b) can be used. This verbal writing is par‐
allel to speech and has certain advantages. However, one disadvantage of speech com‐
munication is that it cannot be distributed over time. Visualisation (2c) can also be
added, but is mostly auxiliary.
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Figure 2. Verbal writing and pictorial writing in
human‐to‐human communication

Next comes the sender’s semantic link to the thing (Fig. 2, element 3) and its semantics
(element 4). The semantic link can also be autonomous and may have no association
with the sender. Pictorial writing is a kind of magic. Examples of pictorial writing are
Chinese characters and emoticons. In the link to semantics, pictorial writing dominates,
and textual descriptions such as picture captions are auxiliary (Fig. 2, element 3b). Pic‐
torial characters refer to the type of the thing. In the semantic link, pictorial writing
provides understanding. Textual captions provide efficiency and clearness – consider
the phrase «clare et distincte», which is René Descartes’ criterion of truth.
Communication is governed by rules (Fig. 2, element 5). Both speaking (Fig. 2, ele‐
ment 2a) and verbal writing (2b) are strict, because there are strict speech and writing
rules. Children’s languages and a Babylonian confusion of languages are not desirable.
Pictorial writing rules, however, are elastic. In the arts, for example, multiple interpre‐
tations are allowed.
To sum up, certain aspects of law can be better explained with visualisations. Figures in
this paper serve as examples of logical pictures in the sense of Röhl and Ulbrich.6

6

RÖHL, KLAUS F./ULBRICH, STEFAN, Law Graphically: Visualisation in the Education of Jurists (Recht
anschaulich: Visualisierung in der Juristenausbildung), 2007, Halem, Köln, pp. 141 ff.
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IV.

Introduction to Situational Visualisation

In a study of situational visualisation, the concept of situation is of primary importance.
A situation with a crossroad description is shown in Fig. 3. A situation such as this is
familiar to candidates taking a driving theory test. The test has situation descriptions
and questions. Road elements, cars, and road signs are involved. Drivers’ intentions are
described using text and symbols such as arrows. The description of the situation con‐
stitutes part of the situation’s teleology. The alternatives are essential. The candidates
answer multiple choice questions.

Figure 3. Situation vs. case in situational jurisprudence

Figure 4. Sample representations of three air traffic situations

Schematic representations of three situations in air traffic are shown in Fig. 4.
Attention is the most important element in situations. Attention can be compared to a
cursor that can move to different positions. The players behave as if they were on a
stage. A script assigns roles to the players. Representing a situation may involve a set of
objects and relations, and the situation can also be represented as a graph.
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Roles, not Rules. A situation can be depicted with icons that represent the roles of the
players. This is used in situational visualisation.7 For example, Florian Holzer8 is con‐
cerned with German penal law and distinguishes two kinds of visualisation: schematic
(logical) legal visualisation and situational (scenery) legal visualisation. Schematic legal
visualisation structures concepts, and situational legal visualisation represents situa‐
tions, their elements, and their relationships. The pictures thus obtained are more suit‐
able than texts, which are one‐dimensional strings of words. Both methods are targeted
at learning.
Legal Machine or an Expert System? Our thesis is that the situation dominates in a
legal machine, whereas the case dominates in an expert system. A legal machine can be
defined as a machine whose actions have legal importance and legal consequences. Le‐
gal machines are legal actors capable of triggering institutional facts and distributing
permissions and obligations. An example is a traffic light, which distributes permission
to cross the road. Traffic enforcement cameras are examples of successful legal ma‐
chines. Complicated examples are computer‐based information systems in organisa‐
tions, workflows for proceedings that use forms, and machines that replace officials in
organisations.
The success of a legal machine is determined by the situation that is to be governed. In
the implementation, open texture and non‐determinism are minimised. A legal ma‐
chine in a complicated situation risks taking a wrong action: for example, the action
taken by a decision‐making machine in a highly bureaucratic domain may be wrong.
The simpler the situation, the simpler the legal machine: for instance, an automatic
barrier to a car park can be simple.
The limits of machines in securing justice have to be taken into account. The problem
is termed the «transparency of the legal machine» or the «explainable legal machine».

7

See BUTLER, DESMOND A., Entry into Valhalla: Contextualising the Learning of Legal Ethics through
the Use of Second Life Machinima, Legal Education Review, 2010, 20(1-2), pp. 87–110,
http://eprints.qut.edu.au/46275/1/Entry_to_Valhalla_LER_2010.pdf (accessed 19.09.2019).

8

HOLZER, FLORIAN, Legal Visualisation, Quo Vadis? (Rechtsvisualisierung, quo vadis? Von der schematisch-logischen zur szenisch-situativen Rechtsvisualisierung), in: Schweighofer, Erich/Geist,
Anton/Staufer, Ines (eds.), Global Security and Proactive State – the Role of Legal Informatics, Proceedings of IRIS 2010, 2010, OCG, Vienna, pp. 549–552.
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We formulate two requirements for machines: the software architecture must be acces‐
sible, and the software must provide legal protection. In the engineering phase for these
requirements, the legal requirements must flow down to lower‐level specifications.
Therefore software engineers have to have regard to the limits of programming in reg‐
ulation by code, and jurists have to have regard to the limits of territorially‐based sov‐
ereigns. However, it seems unrealistic to proceed directly from legal texts to program‐
ming. Moreover, there are different contexts of justice, and e‐procedures do not guar‐
antee justice. In the legal domain, mechanical judges are undesirable, and machine‐
assisted decision making outweighs machine‐based decision making. However, there
may be an aim to solve standard cases by machines.
The Term «Situational Visualisation» in Computing. Krum et al., for example,
introduce a style of visualisation called Situational Visualisation in augmented and
virtual reality systems. They note that «[m]any tasks require a detailed knowledge of
the local environment as well as an awareness of rapidly changing and interacting
events. This awareness is termed situational awareness or situation awareness.»9 They
quote Endsley for a formal definition of situation awareness: «Situation Awareness is
the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space,
the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near
future.»10
Krum et al. also continue at p. 143 that «this type of spatio‐temporal knowledge aware‐
ness is important in many tasks, including […] law enforcement».

9

KRUM, DAVID M./RIBARSKY, WILLIAM/SHAW, CHRISTOPHER D./HODGES, LARRY F./FAUST, NICKOLAS, Situational Visualization, in: VRST, 01 Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Virtual Reality Software
and Technology, 2001, ACM, New York, pp. 143–150, at p. 143.

10

ENDSLEY, MICA R., Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT), in: NAECON 1988
Proceedings of the IEEE 1988 National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, 1988, IEEE, vol. 3,
pp. 789–795 at p. 792.
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V.

Visualisation in Schweighofer’s 8 Views / 4 Methods /
4 Syntheses Approach

Figure 5. Schweighofer’s 8 views/4 methods/4 syntheses
model of legal data science

The visualisation view is categorised as one of the eight views in Schweighofer’s11
8 views / 4 methods / 4 syntheses approach. We visualise this approach in Fig. 5.
Schweighofer’s approach can be expressed using the formula 8 views + 4 methods = syn‐
thesis. Schweighofer has developed new methods for the representation, analysis and
synthesis of legal materials as legal data science. Legal data science, as part of legal in‐
formatics, serves as the integrative model of computer‐supported representation and
analysis techniques.

11

SCHWEIGHOFER, ERICH, From Information Retrieval and Artificial Intelligence to Legal Data
Science, in: Schweighofer, E./Galindo, F./Cerbena, C. (eds.), Proceedings MWAIL2015, ICAIL Multilingual Workshop on AI & Law Research, held within ICAIL 2015, 2015, vol. 313, OCG,
Vienna, pp. 13–23, http://fedora.phaidra.univie.ac.at/fedora/get/o:399570/bdef:Content/get
(accessed 19.09.2019).
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B.

DIGITAL HUMANITIES AND HUMAN DIGITALITIES

Multiphase Transformation. The premise of this paper is that it does not seem very
realistic to proceed directly in one step from legal texts to legal machines. Intermediate
steps are needed. On this path, symbolisation and visualisation precede formalisation.
In this way, a multibridge is built between legal concepts and their representations in
computers (Fig. 6). In the transformation legal text → formalisation we expect a formal‐
isation in the form of technical notation (language) that further allows computer im‐
plementation. Hence, the target is the transformation legal text → program, and the
approach is called Multiphase Transformation.

Figure 6. The multibridge metaphor: transformations lead
from norm to its machine implementation

Digital Humanities and Human Digitalities. On the right bank of the multibridge
between law and informatics there is the area called digital humanities;12 see Fig. 7. The
research subject of digital humanities is the human, who is surrounded by digitally‐
based phenomena. We introduce another area – human digitalities – next to it on the
right bank. Here the research subject – the machine – is different, and is structured
according to human‐centred rules. The term human digitalities is introduced intention‐
ally to contrast with the term digital humanities.

Figure 7. (a) A multibridge from law to informatics. (b) Digital humanities.
(c) Human digitalities

12

See e.g. BURDICK, ANNE/DRUCKER, JOHANNA/LUNEFELD, PETER/PRESNER, TODD/SCHNAPP, JEFFREY, Digital_Humanities, 2012, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, p. 122.
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I.

Evolution

Consider the line of evolution from plants to animals to humans to machines (Fig. 8).
In the proposed model, biological evolution leads to humans. The last step, the evolu‐
tion from humans to machines, however, is a process of technological evolution: hu‐
mans produce machines. Moreover, humans strive to give human capabilities to their
creatures, thus making machines artificially intelligent; recall the ancient myth of Pyg‐
malion and its modern variations.
A question that is associated with the evolutionary step from humans to machines is
whether machines reside in status civilis or status naturalis. A relapse to status naturalis
is a permanent temptation of modern culture, although re‐barbarisation is a kind of
political atavism. Weapons substitute for the former raptors. The elements of re‐barba‐
risation can, for example, be observed in EVE Online, a massive multiplayer online
game (MMOG). In EVE Online, the players play «the harsh, unforgiving gameplay that
lacks many amenities for players that other games of the genre possess».13 We, however,
maintain that machines are forbidden to be monsters.14

Figure 8. The evolution line plants–animals–humans–machines

13

RADOSŁAW PAŁOSZ continues: «Game authors encourage a play style that would be treated as illegal
or unethical in real life. EVE’s world, because of its complexity, allows sophisticated frauds like financial pyramids identical in their essence to those known from real life to happen in-game»; see
Pałosz’s abstract «Virtual World as a State of Nature: Rule-creating Activity of MMOG Players» at
the Special Workshop 3 Artificial Intelligence and Digital Ontology in conjunction with the IVR
World Congress 2019 in Lucerne, 7–12 July 2019.

14

See LARSEN, SVEND ERIK, Monsters and Human Solitude, in: Carpi, Daniela (ed.), Monsters and Monstrosity: From the Canon to the Anti-canon. Literary and Juridical Subversions, 2019, De Gruyter,
Berlin/Boston, pp. 35–44. At p. 36, Larsen traces a historical inquiry into the concept of monsters,
and quotes the front page of the German magazine Der Spiegel from 15 February 2019 «which
shows a whole-page photo of an airport by a caption in mega-sized letters: «Moster – Frankfurt
Main – Der unmögliche Flughafen» [Monster – Frankfurt Main – The impossible airport]».
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The area of digital humanities belongs to the world of human beings, whereas the area
of human digitalities belongs to the world of machines (Fig. 9).
The theme of evolution leads us further towards human digitalities than does legal for‐
malisation. Wagner and Haag15 write about the step from symbolisation to formalisa‐
tion (Symbolisierung → Formalisierung). They use the term symbolisation, but symbol‐
isation is now interpreted in a broad sense, comprising both symbolisation‐in‐the‐nar‐
row‐sense and visualisation. Hence, we go further and investigate the evolutionary step
that results in machines for digital processing.

Figure 9. The area of digital humanities and the area of human digitalities

II.

From Digital Humanities towards Human Digitalities

Digital Humanities. In this section the right bank of the multibridge is studied (Fig. 7,
a). This is where the area of digital humanities appears. This term «refers to new modes
of scholarship and institutional units for collaborative, transdisciplinary, and computa‐
tionally‐engaged research, teaching and publication.»16 A field map of digital humani‐
ties can be proposed, and shows such methods as «enhanced critical curation», «aug‐
mented editions and fluid textuality», «visualization and data design», «the animated
archive», etc. (ibid., pp. 30–31). Digital humanities «place a primacy on experiential nav‐
igation, epistemologies of representation, and the rhetorics of visualization» (ibid.,

15

WAGNER, HEINZ/HAAG, KARL, Modern Logic in Legal Science (Die moderne Logik in der Rechtswissenschaft), 1970, Gehlen Verlag, Bad Homburg vor der Höhe, Berlin, Zürich.

16

BURDICK ET AL., note 12, p. 122.
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p. 46). The human is the research subject of digital humanities, and this human is sur‐
rounded by digitally‐based phenomena, including information and communication
technologies.
Colette Brunschwig starts out by noting that «both the digital humanities and what
might (as a working hypothesis) be called digital law explore visualization, audio‐visu‐
alization, and multisensorization.»17 She brings the digital humanities and digital law
closer together. We, however, go on to examine human digitalities.
Human Digitalities. Next comes the area that we call human digitalities. Its research
subject is the machine, which is structured according to human‐centred rules. We have
coined the term to describe machines that are required to act in conformity with the
law – in the same way as human beings ought to act. Human digitalities focuses on the
concept of a legal machine whose purpose is regulation by computer code. After the
text‐to‐program transformation, the program embodies legal rules; the normative and
digital expectations are amalgamated.
Vaios Karavas18 argues that «the emergence of the computer as medium has triggered
a transformation of the legal sphere that is culminated in the emergence of a techno‐
digital normativity that seems to undermine Luhmann’s description of the legal system
as an autonomous social system.» The risks brought in by computers, and the dangers
of artificial intelligence, can be viewed from the perspective of programming19 and from
the perspective of law. Graber20 formulates recommendations against the dangers of
platforms using artificial intelligence in relation to fundamental rights.

17

BRUNSCHWIG, COLETTE R., Perspectives of Digital Law: Visualization, Audiovisualization, and Multisensorization (Perspektiven einer digitalen Rechtswissenschaft: Visualisierung, Audiovisualisierung und Multisensorisierung), February 19, 2018, Max Planck Institute for European Legal History
Research Paper Series No. 2018-03, available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3126043 (accessed 19.09.2019) at p. 1.

18

KARAVAS, VAIOS, The Force of Code: Law’s Transformation under Information-Technological Conditions, German Law Journal, 2009, 10(4), pp. 463–482, DOI https://doi.org/10.1017/
S2071832200001164 (accessed 19.09.2019) at p. 464.

19

See e.g. PARNAS, DAVID L., The Real Risks of Artificial Intelligence, Communications of the ACM, 2017,
60(10), pp. 27–41.

20

GRABER, CHRISTOPH B., Artificial Intelligence, Affordances and Fundamental Rights (December 11,
2018), University of Zurich i-call Working Paper No. 02, 2018, Zurich, available at SSRN:
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Electronic Virtualities (E‐Virtualities). In the evolutionary step from humans to ma‐
chines, the evolution of spiritual spheres can also be observed. We see the line of spir‐
itual evolution from animism to magic to religion to e‐virtuality. Technologies enable
old animistic and magic dreams like television, viewed in macrocosm and microcosm.
For instance, an image projector can imitate the cavepainting of Altamira.
Eschatology by Technical Design. The Oxford English Dictionary defines eschatology
as «the part of theology concerned with death, judgment, and the final destiny of the
soul and of human‐kind». There are various eschatological religions and ideologies. We
may formulate the question of whether machines can lead to the «end of the world», a
final stage in eschatology. This discussion is outside the scope of this paper. Technolog‐
ical singularity is a hypothetical future point in time at which technological growth be‐
comes uncontrollable and irreversible, resulting in unfathomable changes to human
civilisation (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity). To disambigu‐
ate the different meanings and assumptions, and for an overview of the models of tech‐
nological singularity, see, for example, the work of Anders Sandberg.21
Conclusion. We have presented a schema for the visualisation of phenomena such as
law and the differences between verbal writing and pictorial writing. We hold that sit‐
uational visualisation contributes to the development of the legal machines that govern
a certain situation. The point is that symbolisation and visualisation precede formalisa‐
tion on the way to the representation of legal knowledge. Formalising legal meanings
reveals additional goals and makes them explicit. Specifically, open texture in the law
can be decreased. Complete knowledge of a regulation in a non‐trivial domain is un‐
likely to be achieved and represented in computers. However, a specific situation can
be understood and dealt with by a legal machine.

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3299505 (accessed 19.09.2019). Forthcoming in: Hildebrandt,
Mireille/O’Hara, Kieron (eds.), Life and the Law in the Era of Data-Driven Agency, 2020, Edward
Elgar.
21

SANDBERG, ANDERS, An Overview of Models of Technological Singularity, in: More, Max/
Vita-More, Natasha (eds.), The Transhumanist Reader: Classical and Contemporary Essays
on the Science, Technology, and Philosophy of the Human Future, 2013, John Wiley,
pp 376–394, http://agi-conf.org/2010/wp-content/uploads/2009/06/agi10singmodels2.pdf
(accessed 19.09.2019).
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In the evolution step from humans to machines, a theological problem of the second
generation is that God creates the world, humans create machines imago Dei, imago
hominis. Status civilis is the frame of modern life. Machines appear in the same con‐
text.
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